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About This Game

Your favorite YouTuber and Streamer PsiSyn is back again with another adventure called the PsiSyn: The Game, where all
your favourite memes and moments from PsiSyn come to life in the form of a video game!

PsiSyn: The Game is a first person shooter that uses unique movement and weapons on various maps and gamemodes.

Learn the movement to gain advantages over other player's. The movement is very advanced with features such as strafing and
bhopping for that true FPS feel.

Play gamemodes like Deathmatch and Gun Game. Future gamemodes will include Search and destroy and infected!
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Play in stunning locations around the world! For example you could play in the radiated exclusion zone of Chernobyl, or in the
empty scorching desert of Iraq.

Use real weapons or some questionable looking ones.

Create the perfect loadout with an insane amount of options!
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Title: PsiSyn: The Game
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
FossettGaming, Breeze Interactive
Publisher:
PsiSyn Enterprises
Release Date: 16 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: CPU 1.7 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 10, Shader Model 4 compliant graphics cards (GeForce 8800 GT 512 MB, GeForce GTS 250, etc)

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: 64-bit only

English
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Good FPS MP shooter. Not AAA but good and very stable, even for EA already.. Interesting mix of puzzle and platformer,
graphics are smooth and look nice (hand drawn like Teslagrad), Early levels are very easy, later ones (area 7 and the extra levels
in earlier areas) can present a bit of a challenge. If you came for a story, don't bother; this is just puzzles with about as much plot
as the old Doom games.. This is a beautiful first person platformer, it's even underpriced for such a game that plays as good as it
looks, the horror elements are plenty and the title is greatly fit. Lots of challenges you'll never bore of with it's randomly
generated levels making you come back for more everytime, the lots of power ups keeping it fun with lots of variety.

8/10 Would recommend. My favourite DLC
The Nomadplanets add alot more mobility to the game and the Nomad Beacon is the most epic think in this game:)
(it allows you to crash a nomadplanet into 1 regular planet.....funny way to destroy a Ai homeworld). looks better, the darker
story makes the game more interesting, and overall better mechanics!. I wish I wasn't stupid :(. This game I bought in a bundle
with Wake. It was only $1.29, but it was still way too much money. Graphics were blurry and there was too much bloom effect
on the lighting that gave me a headache about 3 minutes in.

I recommend that you do not buy this game.
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[gently pounding hands on the table and chanting] Goat dad goat dad goat dad. I like it but even for that price it's too short.
Thought for sure I was just about to open the next area but no, that was it. If it was doubled in length it would be worth the
price. Steam really needs to add a mixed reivew option cause it's too short to get a thumbs up but enjoyable enough that I don't
want to give it a thumbs down.. There are some ideas that are so simple that passionate developers ruin them by making things
more difficult than they have to be. My major complaint with this game is the controls. There are too many for a casual game
like this. Also, this game takes a lot of tweaking to respond semi-smoothly -- mouse sensitivity (never did figure out the game
pad). All in all, the maps seem pretty standard. The planes aren't based on Flight Simulator mechanics, but I wasn't expecting
that. I kind of just wanted to start this game up and have fun. I didn't want to fiddle with it forever.

This games needs simplification and also should be optimized for slower PC's. I don't recommend buying this.. Bad game. Bad
physics. Cheap tracks (random things being thrown at you from the sky to knock you off your bike as an ex). Poor track design,
honestly just frustrating bs. No analog movements (haven't seen this cr** since Trials 2). WTF. NO CHECKPOINTS - which in
a game like this where the first few tracks = 'Hard' Trials tracks is the stupidest (or laziest) thing I've ever seen. Waste of my $5.
Do not buy. Go play Trials or the very capable 'Urban Trials Freesyle'.. This is a great game. I have been waiting for a game like
this and thumbs up to the people that created this ;). You are a skater in a 2d environment. If you touch spikes you die. That's
all.

Also, there is local co-op which supports controllers: CRAZY HUH?! I'll suggest it just because of it.

Oh, and there are red Tardis around where you are supposed to save and use as checkpoints but no. You just spawn at the
beginning of the level.. Great experience. It makes me BEG for an official full re-release of Portals 1&2 in VR. This would be
SO good. I get the physics will be sickening for a bit, totally worth it though. This is a really nice airport. The issue everyone
else is reporting is fixed! It looks really pretty and is not very performance intensive. The price is fair and the location is nice
too.
I havent done a lot of flying here so I cant do a massive review but first impressions are that it is a high quality airport in a good
location for a decent price.. Son of Blagger with humour, love it! :)
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